Dr. Wolf giving a two-part presentation

**Part I**
The Reading Brain's Lesson for Dyslexia and Intervention

**Part II**
The Promise and the Peril for Readers in a Digital Culture

Joyce Bilgrave - M.Ed, Johns Hopkins University
Fellow: Orton-Gillingham Academy
Director: Wolf Creek Camp for dyslexic kids

Why and How an appropriate summer program can change the lives of dyslexic students.

FEBRUARY 3, 2018
8:30 AM - 4 PM
Schreiner University, 2100 Memorial Blvd
Cailloux Campus Activity Center, Upstairs Ball Room

MORE INFORMATION OR REGISTER:
WOLFCREEKCAMP.ORG/REGISTRATION

Wolf Creek Camp
458 Wolf Way
Fredericksburg, TX 78623

Joyce Bilgrave
720.980.4805
joyce@frontier.net
MORE ABOUT DR. MARYANNE WOLF

Maryanne Wolf: PH.D Harvard University: John DiBiaggio Professor of Citizenship and Public Service; Director, Center for Reading and Language Research, Eliot-Pearson Department of Child Study and Human Development, Tufts University


She graduated from Harvard University, where she began work on the reading brain, literacy, and dyslexia.

Selected awards include Distinguished Professor of the Year (Massachusetts Psychological Assoc.), Teaching Excellence Award (American Psychological Association), the Norman Geschwind and the Samuel Orton Awards (highest awards given by International Dyslexia Assoc.), Eminent Researcher Award for Learning Difficulties (Australia), NICHD Shannon Award for Innovative Research, Fulbright Fellow (work in Germany), and most recently, the Christopher Columbus Award for new work on global literacy.


RSVP BY JANUARY 30, 2018

Registration Form

(Please Print)

Name__________________________________________________________

Phone_______________________________email__________________________________

Address________________________________City_____________________ZIP________

Occupation___________________________Location______________________________

Please return this completed application and payment to:

Wolf Creek Camp, 458 Wolf Way Fredericksburg, TX 78624

email: joyce@frontier.net

My payment of $50 is enclosed. (Check or Money Order)

If using a PO, please indicate to whom invoice should be sent.______________________________

Signed: ____________________________________________Date: _____________________
WOLF CREEK CAMP AND SCHREINER UNIVERSITY WELCOME YOU TO THE

CONFERENCE ON DYSLEXIA

SCHEDULE

SCHREINER UNIVERSITY, CAILOUX CAMPUS ACTIVITY CENTER, UPSTAIRS BALL ROOM

8:30-9 a.m. Registration: Coffee and pastries
9:15:    Welcome: Dr. Charlie McCormick, President, Schreiner University
        Introductions : Joyce Bilgrave, Director: Wolf Creek Camp

10-11:30 KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Dr. MARYANNE WOLF
John DiBiaggio Professor of Citizenship an Public Service
Eliot-Pearson Department of Child Study and Human Development
Director, Center for Reading and Language Research
Tufts University, Massachusetts
Stanford University, California
National/International Authority on Dyslexia, Reading, Brain Development
Author
National/International Speaker

DR. WOLF WILL GIVE A TWO-PART PRESENTATION:
Part I: “THE READING BRAIN’S LESSONS for DEVELOPMENT, DYSLEXIA, and
        INTERVENTION”
        - How the Reading Brain ever learned to read
        - How this information informs our new understanding of reading development
        - How to support and nurture both decoding and deep reading processes
        This combined knowledge, in turn...
        - Informs a more nuanced understanding of the various forms of dyslexia
        - How to predict dyslexia and provide more targeted intervention
        *Socio-emotional sequelae in children with dyslexia incorporated throughout both presentations

11:30-12:45 LUNCH
Schreiner Cafeteria open. Kerville has many restaurants in easy driving distance.
Suggestions/addresses on Book Table in Ante-Room

1:00-2:15 Part II: “THE PROMISE and the PERIL for READERS in a DIGITAL CULTURE”
        - Confronting the changes to the plastic reading brain in a digital culture
        - Difficult questions about the formation of the young reader and the maintenance
        of the expert reader
        - A new proposal for a bi-literate brain

2:30-3:30 JOYCE BILGRAVE: “A WIN-WIN SUMMER FOR DYSLEXIC KIDS”
        - Why and How an appropriate summer program can change the lives of
dyslexic students.

3:30-4:00 BOOK SIGNING, DR. WOLF: BOOK TABLE: ANTE-ROOM

WOLFCREEKCAMP.ORG/REGISTRATION